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MUTUAL AID PLANS

for COVID-19
SUPPORT + TECHNOLOGY FOR MUTUAL AID PLANS
During the COVID-19 pandemic, healthcare organizations are struggling to attain
supplies, Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) and even staff to support the minimum
level of care. With stressed day-to-day emergency preparedness efforts and emergency
operations, we want you to know that we are here to support you. Our experts
have been working side-by-side with many health systems, hospitals and Long Term
Care (LTC) facilities to prepare for, respond to and recover from this emergency.
With the use of Mutual Aid Plans (MAP) and Healthcare Coalitions organizations can link
with community partners and other healthcare facilities to provide a real-time view into
where supplies are located, the quantity of available resources and which facilities are
struggling to secure the resources needed to provide adequate care and safety. Hospitals,
nursing homes, assisted living, community health centers and other patient care facilities
can work together, and with community partners, to protect their patients and staff.

Our Expertise
+ FIRE AND BUILDING SAFETY
+ RISK AND HAZARDS
+ EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
+ SECURITY
+ FORENSICS

Our Global Reach

Our experts can provide support for MAPs as well as Integrated Health Systems
and Healthcare Coalitions by:
+

Designing or consulting on the development/enhancement of local, county,
regional, statewide or multi-state healthcare MAPs

+

Creating consistent activation protocols

+

Establishing an emergency reporting system and process

+

Developing tools to assess transportation evacuation resource needs

+

Designing influx and surge procedures to outline the actions for charge nurses
to follow if a surge was necessary to exceed licensed bed capacity or maximum
capacity on a given unit
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Assessing resources and assets — what resources does a facility have that they canGLOBAL PROJECTS
WORLDWIDE
GLOBAL PROJECTS
share with others in the time of a disaster (staff, equipment, supplies, transportation)

+

Establishing and training for Regional Medical Coordinating Centers or LTC
Coordinating Centers — how to centrally coordinate the disaster and provide
consolidated situation reports on the status of your member facilities

+

Identifying Categories of Care to support pre-designated evacuation sites

+

Reporting for LTC consistent with the National Incident Management System (NIMS)

1400+

EMPLOYEES
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TECHNOLOGY TO SUPPORT YOUR EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS + OPERATIONS
In emergency events, seconds matter. Using technology in a connected approach
also realizes a much greater efficiency in response, often in a fraction of the time of
traditional methods. MututalAidPlan.org can provide your healthcare organization
facility-specific tools that provide regional or statewide situational awareness in an
easy-to-use platform. Facilities can find data and resources quickly and in real-time
with the use of our web-based technology and individual facilities can quickly report
their status on-line utilizing a simple reporting wizard.
This customized web tool:
+

Manages local, regional and statewide emergency information for evacuation,
resources and assets

+

Reduces the time required to locate beds for an evacuating facility from hours
to minutes (how long does it take your Health Care Coalition to gain immediate
access to long-term care beds to complement hospital capabilities?)

+

Makes planning data for emergencies actionable

+

Dashboard interface allows command centers to access response data in real time

+

Supports local response and Emergency Management to address the unique
needs of a hospital or long-term care event

+

Allows individual facilities to store and update information on emergency contacts,
generators, evacuation sites, facility-owned vehicles, patient transport needs
and vendors

+

Serves as a document repository for posting of local or regional documents
and tools for Emergency Support Function (ESF) 8 and Health Care Coalitions

About Us
RPA, a Jensen Hughes
company is a dedicated
team of fire safety,
emergency management
and code compliance
experts with over 40 years
experience working
exclusively in healthcare
at more than 3,000 locations.

How Can We Help You?
Caitlin Battis
These are uncertain times, and for many this is a unique experience for emergency
response, documentation and ongoing operations. If you have any questions or if
we can assist you with additional COVID-19 services, our Healthcare Emergency
Management experts are available for consultation.
+

Alternate Care Site Support

+

Catastrophic Surge Capacity Program

+

On-Demand Emergency Management Support

+

Event After-Action Report and Improvement Planning
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YOUR PARTNER IN SAFETY, SECURITY AND RISK-BASED ENGINEERING + CONSULTING

+

MANAGER , BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT
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